Question of the Week: The Power of Self

HPA Career of the Month: Forensic Science

QOTW in 2017: deadlines, organizational skills, professionalism

There are some other useful areas to hone along the way

Harvard Business Review article with more thoughts on reflection

thinking about how they relate to your life, and meeting with an adviser at the end of the

based courses that require reflection, working through

essays) and in person (in your interview) will ultimately help you gain acceptance to your

led you to make the choices you made, what you learned from those choices, and how it all

to see my commitment to medicine, along with those personal competencies you talk about.

Question: I know that med schools want me to demonstrate my ability in the sciences and want

Learn about the field, the people, sample curricula, and more!

Curious about a career as a

schooling is like, and other useful information and links.